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The chain store today is perhaps not thought of hy the average
American as an enterprise so extraordinary in the history of the retail
industry to have been the object of much opposition, debate and legis¬
lation during the early stages of its development in the United States.
Actually with the advent of the chain store a ccanplete economic change
in the field of retail distribution was initiated. The economic change
and phenomenal growth of the chain store upset retail traditions, and as
a result it was subjected to much criticism and resentment by those whose
interests were affected by the nature of its operations.
In spite of the early controversies, the chain store has become
accepted by the American public and adapted to the retail industry.
Chains continue to increase in number of units, sales and popularity.
Resentment of their success has quelled and they are viewed today as
just another institution of marketing in our American way of life.
Purpose.— The purpose of this study is to present a historical and
conten^jorary eval\iation of the chain store and its effect upon 1ixe re¬
tail industry end the general economy since its beginning in 1858. This
study also attempts to define and give insight on the organizational
stmoture and marketing characteristics of the chain store, which distin¬
guish it from its major adversary, the independent retailer. Specific
effort is made in pointing out the principles of conflict involved be¬
tween the chain and the independent retailer in their struggle to gain
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and maintain public preference. An analysis is made to determine
whether or not the chain, as a result of its increasing popxilarity and
success, is forcing the independent retailer otit of the retail industry.
Scope and Limitations.— This study is intended to present a gen¬
eral evaluation of all chain store enterprises in the United States,
however, statistical data and special research have been limited to the
largest and most typical chain systems. The grocery, department, vari¬
ety, shoe and drug chains were first in the history of chain stores and
by far the most popular and prominent in the field today.
Unavoidably the statistical analysis based on the United States
Census of Business inclvded in the final chapters of this study will have
to carry some reservations. The 1948 and 1954 business censuses dif¬
fered in several aspects, which affected to some extent the comparability
of data. The most essential factor effecting the comparability of the
two censuses is the change in the method of enumeration. In 1948 census
coverage was obtained by enxnaerators who systematically canvassed all
city blocks, roads, highways etc. In contrast the 1954 Census of Busi¬
ness received information through the use of mailing lists and records,
presvimably income tax records. Changes were also made relative to a
shift in the terms of classification as to kinds of businesses in the
1954 Census of Business. These changes are by no means believed to have
a significant or distorted effect on the final analysis and conclusions of
the study.
Definition of Terms.— The terms "single unit" has reference to
the independent store or retailer and is so classified if it is operated
by a firm which operates only one establishment, or no other establishment
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in the seme general kind of business as the establishment ooncenaed.
An establishment is classified as ”mxiltiunit" or chain it it is one of
two or more establishments in the same general kind of business operated
by the same firm.
The term "food stores'* in this study is not meant to be limited to
grocery stores, but all establishments whose principal source of receipts
is from the sale of food items.
Method of Survey.— In writing this study liberal use was made of
existing publications related directly or indirectly to the subject.
Since the waning-of the chain store controversy in 1939, few current pub¬
lications have been written dealing specifically with the chain store as
a problem factor. Mr. Godfrey M. Lebhar who has long been an authority
on chain stores is still one of the few leading contemporaries in the
field. Many facts included in this writing are attributed to Mr. Lebhar*s
magazine publications and most recent book entitled, "Chain Stores in
America."
The most basic work relied upon is the study conducted by Theodore N.
Beckman and Herman C. Nolen presented in their book named, "The Chain
Store Problem" written during -tiie time of the climax of the chain store
controversy in 1938.
Data received from the "Chain Store Age" publication office and
various governmental agencies along with the writer’s personal interests
end observations of chain store operation contributed also to the infor¬
mation utilized in this thesis
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF GROWTH OF CHA.IN STORES
The Origin and Development of the First Chains.— The chain store
idea did not originate in the United States. According to several
authorities, the chain store idea of distribution was practiced as early
as 200 B. C., when a Chinese owned a chain of stores. The Mitsui grotg),
another system which is to ell intents and purposes a chain store ocm-
pany, had its origin in Japan. This system originated in 1643 as a
chain of apothecary shops and to this day is still a powerful organi-
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zation in the drug business.
The first chain stores in the United States were a gro\:?> of nine
stores which the Worthington Manufacturing Company of Ohio was said to
have operated as early as 1818. However, the chain store as we know it
today, had its beginning in this country about 1858 in a small store on
Vesey Street, New York, operated by George F. Gilman and George Huntington
Hartford. This store was not a grocery store. It was originally designed
to deal in one commodity, tea, and to make it available to the public at
much below the prevailing price by importing tea directly from China and
Japan thereby eliminating seme of the middleman’s cost and profits.
The store was named ”The Great American Tea Company” and aroved a
suocessftil venture from the start. By the end of 1859 two more stores
were opened and the company became a chain. Upon becoming well established
^John P. Nichols, Chain Store Manual (New York, 1936), p. 8.
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they decided to edd a line of groceries, reasoning that if they oo\ild
sell tea at reduced prices other items might possibly be sold at reduced
prices also. In 1869 -the name Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Conpany
was adopted. By that time the company had begm to spread westward and
undoubtedly felt iJiat a more conprehensive title would reflect the scope
of its operations more clearly. In 1880 the Atlemtic and Pacific Tea
Company opened its 100th store. Today it is one of the largest chain
store systems in the United States, operating approximately 5000 stores
from coast to coast and doing around a billion dollars worth of business
1
every year.
The Jones Brothers Tea Company came into being in 1872. The Park
and Tilford Company began business in 1840, but did not become a chain
until it opened the second store in 1860. This was the second existing
chain from a chronological viewpoint.
The F. W. Woolworth Company proved the woricability of the chain
principle in the variety business in 1880. F. W. Woolworth, while \mder
the employ of a Watertown, Mew York merchant, attempted to sell miscellan¬
eous articles by placing siwh merchandise on a table with a printed card
which read, "Take your choice at five cents each." The experiment was
successful and was repeated a nvimber of times with equal success.
Finally Frank W. Woolworth acquired the financial support of his employer
and opened the first five-and ten-cent store in America in Lancaster, Penn¬
sylvania. Presently there are about 2500 Woolworth stores operating in
Canada, Great Britain and the United States.
^Godfrey M. Lebhar, Chain Stores in America (New York, 1952), p. 21.
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In 1885, the S. S. Kresge Company was organized in Detroit for
the purpose of dealing in similar low priced merchandise. In the gro¬
cery field the Kroger Grocery and Banking Company was formed in 1882,
and in the same period the McCrory grocery chain in Scottsdale, Penn¬
sylvania and the James Butler Company of Brooklyn were organized. The
Melville Shoe Corporation was first in the shoe field in 1892 and was
followed in 1894 by the G. R. Kinney Shoe Company. Ihe Kinney Shoe Com¬
pany is the second largest shoe chain in operation today. The National
Tea Compai^ was the last large chain formed during the 19th century.^
Although the chain idea was slow in gaining popularity in its
initial stages, the workability and profitability was proved satisfac¬
tory beyond doubt by 1900 and chain store operations began to increase
in number and volume. Perhaps even then enterprisers could visualize
the economies of chain operation, which later proved to be responsible for
the phenomenal success and growth of chains today.
During the early part of the 20th century the United Cigar Stores
Company was established and opened one store after another until at
present approximately 3000 of such stores are in operation. In the same
era J. C. Pem^ and two other partners opened the first store of their
chain in Kemmerer, Wyoming. The J. C. Penny Company has now about 2000
stores located in every state of the imion. The period also marked the
advent of the Walgreen Company in the drug field and McCrory in the
variety field.^
^Theodore N. Beckman and Herman C. Nolen, The Chain Store Problem
(New York, 1938), p. 18.
^Lebhar, op. cit., p. 22.
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The following table is illustrative of the historical growth pattern
of twenty leading chains:
TABLE 1

























































*Taken from Geofrey M. Lebhar, Chain Stores in America (New York, 1952),
p. 48.
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Analysis of the table reveals that there was considerable decrease
in the number of store units frcan 1930 to 1949. During this period a
new concept of expansion originated. This concept involved the reduction
of store numbers and their consolidation into larger more effecient stores.
The Effect of World I and Depression on Chains.— For the most part
chains continued to prosper and show an increase in units, systems and
sales during World War I. An explanation for this continued prosperity
dtiring this period may be traced to the sustained rise on food prices and
the ability of chains to prevail against these prices.
Between 1914 and 1920 the average price of twenty-two food
items increased from 102.4 (1913 - lOO) to 203.4. All prices
(thus reflecting the change in the cost of living) increased
from 60.2 (1923 - lOO) to 119.4. This rise of prices put a
large nxanber of customers in a bargain-hunting mood, and the
chain store capitalized on this mood with increased emphasis
on their low (relatively) prices. Customers respond to this
appeal.^
The following statement reveals the advantageous working capital
position of chains during this period:
The fact that some chains were large enough to buy at low prices
the huge surplus stocks which many manufactvirers fomd they had on
hand as the business recession set in during 1920-21 put these
chains in an especially advantageous position from which the under¬
sell the independent retailer. The chain grew in the favor of the
shoppers and they began to expand at an increased rate.2
Following Ihe steady increase in chain store volxmie during the war
period, the chain store indvistry tripled its operations in the seven years
between 1920 and 1927 as indicated in Table 1.
A study by the U. S. Department of Commerce revealed that during
^Retail Prices 1890-1920 (Bxireau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 95).
2«The Chain Grocery Store,” The Outlook, November 22, 1926, p. 690.
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"ths depression of the thirties total sales of all retail stores de¬
clined 49 per cent from 1929 to 1933. Of this percentage independent
stores sales decreased by 53,2 per cent) whereas Ihe decline in sales
volume experienced by chain organisations was only 35.8 per cent.^ A
possible reason for this tendency is that the majority of chain stores
sell necessity and staple items. The demand for staple commodities does
not decline so significantly during depression. In addition the low
price policy characteristic, of chain stores is of greatest importance to
consximers in times of depression.
The opposite effect of depression may be true during the vipswing toward
prosperity. For example, as indicated by Maynard and Beckman:
During the upswing of the business cycle chains have lost
somewhat in relative importance because, first, more emphasis
is placed on goods in the Ixaxury and semi-luxury classes, and
second, the price appeal loses much of its strength and gives
way to the tendency to buy higher-priced or better quality
goods than are normally handled by chains and to the willing¬
ness of consumers to pay for full service.2
The theory advanced above concerning the effect of an \;q>swing of the
business cycle on retail organizations does not mean necessarily that
as a result chains will lose a significant percentage of total
retail sales. Succeeding analysis will reveal that the low price factor
characteristic of chains has always been sufficient to maintain mass
appeal. Chains have also adopted the policy of handling standard brands
and quality merchandise.
^U.S. Department of Commerce, Census of Bttsiness - Retail Distribution,
1933 (Washington, D. C., 1933), p. 1-A.
2
Harold H. Maynard and Theodore N. Beckman, Principles of Marketing
(Hew York, 1946), p. 217.
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Growth In Chain Store Sales Since 1930.—The Retail Census shows
that chains had reached their peak in terms of share of the market around
1930 and have remained relatively constant in this respect. To illustrate
this point of view the following table is prepared from data obtained
frcm the U. S. Department of Commerce, Biureau of the Cens\a and includes
the five fields in which chains have achieved the greatest relative im¬
portance.
TABIE 2
CHAIN STORE SALES 1929-1948
Kinds of Business Year. Total
(millions)
Chain Sales
(millions) Per cent of Total
Retail Sales
1929 48,329 10,740 22.2
iiJ. ii iixxluS 1939 42,041 10,105 24.0
1948 130,520 29,736 22.8
1929 7,353 2,873 39.1
Grocery 1939 7,722 2,841 36.8
1948 24,770 9,319 37.6
1929 4,350 665 15.3
Department 1939 3,975 1,694 42.6
1948 10,645 6,523 51.9
1929 904 810 89.6
Variety 1939 977 850 87.0
1948 2,507 2,077 82.9
1929 1,690 312 18.5
Drug 1939 1,563 379 24.2
1948 4,013 869 21.6
1929 807 369 45.7
Shoe 1939 617 343 55.6
1948 1,467 697 47.6
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, B\ireau of the Census
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In stating the relative importance of chain store sales, careful
analysis must be given in order to present a clear picture. For instance,
the Retail Census shows "that in 1930 total retail sales were 48,329
millions of vihich chain stores accotinted for 10,740 millions or 22.2 per
cent. The fact that during this period of rapid expansion chain store
sales equaled only 22.2 per cent of total sales might seem contrary to
their reported growth. In order to clarify this apparent inconsistency
there must be a realization of the fact that chain stores have always
been more of a factor in certain fields of retailing than in others. For
example, of total retail sales in the following areas, chains accounted
for 90 per cent of the variety field, 47.5 per cent of the shoe field and
39 per cent of the grocery field in 1929.
Greographic Spread of Chain Stores.— Chains did not develop at the
same rate all over the United States. Althou^ chains have increased in
each geographical division "they have concentrated their expansion first
in the more populated areas where they had the greatest market potential
end where a large number of stores could be serviced conveniently from
a central warehouse. As this market approaches maximum development, they
later began to establish stores in less densely populated areas. Relative
to this subject Maynard and Beckman cites:
... That chains are generally more in^ortant in large cities and
their surrounding territory for the country as a whole is evi¬
denced by the census data for 1948, covering 14 metropolitan areas
with populations of more than 1,000,000. Whereas chains did 29.6
per cent of the total retail store business for the entire nation,
they acooTinted for 35.5 per cent of the total in these areas. In
other words, the ratio of chains to total retail sales was about
20 per cent higher in the largest metropolitan areas than for the
entire coTintiy (35.5^ f 29.^ - lOO).^
^Reference Table 2, supra.
%aynard and Beckman, op. cit., p. 219.
CHAPTER III
CHAIN STORE OPERATION AND POLICY
Organization.— Chain store organizations are fxmdamentally
structured around the basic functions of buying, selling, control and
store management. The buying function is usvially performed for all
store units by a central group of buyers under the responsibility of a
merchandising manager. Store managers maintain primary responsibility
for selling under the direction and supeirvision of the general or dis¬
trict sales manager. The control division has charge of finances and
records and its head is the controller. The controller's chief functions
are safeguarding the net profit and keeping operational costs and expen¬
ses within the budget.^
The most common organizational chart of chain store systems is pre¬
















Classes and Types of Chains.— In terms of geographical pattern
and radius of operation chains are classified as local, sectional, and
national. Local chains refer to chains having substantially all of their
stores located in or around a metropolitan area. Sectional chains are
those whose store units are concentrated in a certain geographical region.
Chains which operate stores located in practically all sections of the
coxmtry are classified as national organizations.^
^ Secondary, chains are classified according to ownership as indepen¬
dent, maniifacturer’s, wholesaler’s, and leased department chains. An in¬
dependent chain is termed so in the sense that it is not connected or
under the control of a manufacturer’s or wholesaler’s organization. A
msui\ifacturer’s chain is a group of retail stores operated by a manufact¬
urer for the distribution of his own goods. In order to facilitate
distribution methods wholesalers in many instances have established
retail outlets. When the wholesalers owns and manages the stores, it is
a wholesaler’s chain. A chain that leases and operates a section or
department in other stores and is otherwise unassociated is called a leased
department chain. These departments usually appear to the public as a
2
department of the store itself.
A final classification of chains may be according to the type of
merchandise carried or service rendered. Examples of these classes are
grocery and variety chains. Classification in tenns of merchandise carried
or service rendered is feasible because each such classification has
Walter S. Hayward and Percival White, Chain Stores (New York, 1923),
P*
^Clare W. Barker and Ira D. Anderson, Principles of Retailing (New
York, 1941), p.
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problems of operation end policy distinct from the other.
Buying and Selling.— The low cost factor attributed to chain store
operation is inherent in its mass buying policy. Ihe following informa¬
tion illustrates the magnitude of chain store buying power.
... One chain store orgsuiization, in one year alone, purchased
45,000 tons of candy...enou^ to fill a string of freight cars
more than twenty miles long. In another organization, the annual
purchase from a certain biscuit company amounted to more than
$10,000,000, T»hile other orders for the year in the same concern
included 50,000,000 pounds of coffee, 200,000 potinds of sugar and
200,000,000 pounds of soap.^
Large orders are advantageous to Ihe manufacturer in that "they
enable him to secure quantity discounts on raw materials, decrease over¬
head expenses, make full utilization of capital assets and standarizes
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processes. Thus, the manrofacturer can allow substantial discounts and
special price concessions to chains. Consequently these economies are
reflected in retail prices to the consumer.
Chains that generally deal in staple commodities end necessity
items ere able to take advantage of quantity discounts by buying in one
order a month or years supply ahead. The assumption is that there is
much less risk in contracting ahead for staple goods than for products in
which the demand fluctuates or in a short period disappears.
Chains dealing in agricviltxxral prodxocts usually make most of their
direct purchases on an openr-prioe basis, which mesms that the produce
is consigned to the chain without any specific price agreement, but with
the stipulation that it shall be based on prices prevailing in the regu-
lar wholesale markets the night of delivery.
Ijohn P. Nichols, Chain Store Manual (New York, 1936), p. 41.
^Daniel Bloomfield, Chain Store and Legislation (New York, 1939),
p. 222.
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Chain organizations usually achieve scientific purchasing throu^
the use of a buying system. This system is composed of one or more
buyers in various merchandising fields. The buyer knovfs the manufact-
tirers of a particular product, the source of s^;5>ply, the channels of
trade and the market trends.
In both buying and selling chain stores generally operate on a
cash basis. By paying cash to the producers they are able to receive
a discount and by selling on a cash basis to customers or consumers they
are able to avoid credit losses and administrative costs.^ Chain store
selling policy, in contrast to "the independent retailer, is one of limited
service to the consumer. Many large chains incorporate the "supermarket”
characteristic of commodity display allowing customer self service. In
essence, the consvimer has to decide whether the credit, delivery and per¬
sonal services of the independent retailer are more important than the low
commodity prices of the chain store.
Prices, Turnover and Profit.— From its origin the chain store has
emphasized lower prices as a basic policy. As stated in the first chapter,
the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company was founded in its attempt to
offer tea at reduced prices by importing it directly from China thereby
eliminating the middleman's profit and in effect lowering the retail price
to ih.e consumer. All succeeding chain organizations have followed simi¬
lar principles with success. Chains have proven that the combining of
wholesale and retail functions can result in favorable profit margins
and reduced retail prices.
^John P. Nichols, op. cit., p. 43.
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Chains in principle operate on the theory that a small profit per
dollar of sales leads to a large turnover and to large total net profits.
This theory is sovind providing the volume of sales is sufficient and turn¬
over rate is high. The most important factor in this general chain store
policy is the tximover rate, that is, the rapidity with which the capital
invested in merchandise can be recovered and reinvested. This depends a
large extent on the kind of merchandise involved. The commodities would
have to be of a staple nature since the necessities of life move into con¬
sumption faster than items which are less essential to human needs. In
this sense chains dealing in staple merchandise with large sales volumes
and hi^ tvimover rates can afford narrow profit margins per dollar sale.
For exan5>le, a chain having a large sales volume and a hi^ turnover rate
can make sufficient profit at one cent per dollar per cent sales, whereas
a less efficient retailer with a lower turnover rate and smaller sales
volume may require up to forty cents per dollar per cent sales.
Sources of recent chain store earnings are few. However, the Federal
Trade Commission gathered complete operating profit and net sales data
for the years 1913, 1919, 1922, 1928, 1929 and 1930.^ On the basis of ihis
information the succeeding table will show chain store average operating
profits expressed as a per cent of net sales over a period of ei^t years.
The table will further reveal the wide variations in the percentage of net
operating profits realized by different kinds of businesses. Chains deal¬
ing in necessity commodities show an increase of net operating profit
evidencing constant turnover rate of these items.
^Theodore N. Beckman end Heman C, Nolen, The Chain Store Problem
(New York, 1938), p. 149.
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TABLE 3
NET OPERATING PROFITS OF CHAIN STORES
(Average for eigjht years)
' Operating Profits
Kind of Chain % of Net Sales
Grocery 2.10




Variety ($1 limit) 9.16
Variety (16 limit) 2.88
Men's ready-to-wear 2.39
Women’s ready-to-wear 4.35
Men and women's ready-to-wear 8.84
Women's accessories ..... 2.69
Millinery 2.36
Men's shoes . 4.64
Women's shoes 3.45
Men’s and women's shoes 3.17




Source: Federal Trade Commission, Chain Stores — Sales, Costs, and
Profits of Retail Chains, 1932, p. 18.
Food chains showed profits ranging from 2.10 per cent for groceries
to 2.82 per cent for combination grocery and meat stores. Fvimittire
stores earning a net operating profit of 11.46 per cent and variety stores
(|1 limit) with a profit of 9.16 per cent proved to be iiie most successful
kinds of chain stores during these years when judged from the profitable¬
ness of the business.
Distribution.— Chains combine in the one organization the function
of wholesale and retail distribution, which makes the operation of store
18
tmits only a part of their activity.^ In assuming the functions of the
wholesaler chain purchase up to 90 per cent of their merchandise from
2
manufacturers or other direct sources of their agents. Frequently
deliveries are made in carload lots. The chains store them in Iheir
own warehouse> break the bulk, carry on packaging operations, and ship
assorted smaller quantities by truck to several hxmdred of their own stores
on requisition from store managers. In addition, they apply their own
brands to many products, advertise to consumers iiirough a variety of media,
and frequently conduct cartein lnanufact^aring operations. All of these
3
functions are clearly the coxmterparts of those of the wholesaler.
A typical exan^le of the integrated distribution fxmotion of chains
is found in the particular operation of the J. C. Penny Company. This
company buys cotton in large quantities, gives specifications for the goods
to be m8nufaot\ifed on a contract basis, affixes its own brand name and
promotes the sale of the goods through its own stores.^
Through the integration of marketing functions several economies are
achieved. Ihe necessity of wholesaler salesmen is eliminated end the cost
of selling reduced. The fact that the dual functions of the wholesaler
and the retailer can be accomplished at lower cost when combined in a
single organization is the principle reason chains can sell at lower prices.
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, 15th Censxis, Retail Chains. 1933 ;89.
^Federal Trade Commission, Chain Stores; Sources of Chain Store Mer¬
chandise, Sen. Doc. No. 30. 72nd Cong. 1st Sess. 1932:15.
IT
^Malcolm P. McNair, Law and Contemporary Problems (Duke University
School of Law), 4:339-44, June 1937.
^Ibid.
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Integration of functions rather than large buying power is the principal
sovirce of chain store economies.
In spite of these-implications, chains are not wholly independent of
middlemen. In 1935 the Federal Trade Commission disclosed -the proportion
of total purchases made by chains from various sources of supply and the pro¬
portionate ntnnber of the chain store companies which patronized each source.
The following table will indicate the extent to which middleman are called
upon to fimiish merchandise to chain store organizations.
TABLE 4
CHAIN STORES SOURCES AND TBES OF SOURCES OF SUPPLY
Proportionate Amount Proportionate Number
Merchandising of Total Purchases of Chains Using Each
Source
Manufactured by chains 7% 14^
Bought direct from
manufacturers 71% 92^
Bought direct from grower
and grower organizations 7% IZfo
Bought from brokers and
commission men 7% 22^
Bought from wholesalers i% 7T%
Reference Source: United States Senate Document 30, 72nd Congress,
1st Session.
Food chains depend a great deal upon brokers and commission-men
because of the perishable character of -the goods they sell. Their enor¬
mous requirements in perishable products gives middlemen the opportunity to
perform services for which these chains are willing to pay.
^John P. Nichols, op. cit., pp. 122-123.
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Advertising.— Advertising costs for chains having a number of store
units located within or near a metropolitan area are relatively low. The
advertising cost per store is reduced as the cost is absorbed and distri¬
buted over all of the stores.^ A single advertisement by a chain organ¬
ization increases the sales volume of all of its unites. Advertising costs
spread over a number of stores reduces the dollar contribution per store,
thus enabling chains to advertise frequently in all available advertising
media. The results achieved by chains through wide-spread advertising is
definitely an advantage over other retail groups. The singularity of
operation of the independent retailer limits the effect of his advertise¬
ments usually to consumers within his immediate locality. Chains and in¬
dependent retailers dealing in national brands and standard merchandise
receive additional advertising benefits from the general product advertise¬
ments of the manufactiirers.
Employment.— Chain store employees con5)rise a significant percentage
of the labor force in the United States.
Retail employment in the United States has increased parallel
with the growth of chain stores. A study of the Census, by occu¬
pational groxjps, shows that from 1910 to 1920, in Retail Trade,
employment increased 14.2 per cent. But from 1920 to 1930, employ¬
ment in Retail Trade increased 44.6 per cent. This is the period
when chains were showing their greatest growth.^
According to the Retail Census of 1948, some 2,000,000 men and women
were required to operate the 105,000 stores in the chain store systems.
The Retail Census of 1954 shows that these figures were increased to over
^Paul D. Converse, Marketing Methods and Policies (New York, 1924),
p. 309.
2r. W. Doe, "The Social Significance of Straight-line Distribution,"
(Address before Boston Conference on Distribution), September 27, 1938).
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2,500,000 personnel and 167,000 store taiits within a fire year period.
Chains like other general retailing enterprises employ personnel in the
areas of buying, selling, display and promotion. Althou^ jobs of the
clerical nature comprise the larger percentage of chain store employment,
a large number include executive and staiff positons. The position of
store manager is inherent in chain store operation for which there is one
such position for every chain unit. The most important intermediate
position towards the top in chain store management is the one of field
supervisor, llie field supervisor may be responsible for a small group of
stores or a large group depending vipon the kind of stores involved and the
geographical proximity. Supervisors are usually recruited from the ranks
of outstanding store managers. In an attempt to maintain efficient top
level personnel end to avoid personnel limitations large chains have ini¬
tiated well organized training programs. The promotion policy of chains
is based on efficiency records of each employee. Much en^hasis is pieced
in these individual records so that the organization is able to determine
with a certain degree of accuracy the men Tidio on the basis of demonstrated
qualifications ere most deserving of promotion. The chains offer an ideal
training ground for all young men and women possessing retail ambitions.^
Recent Trends in Chain Store Policy.— Since 1930 chain stores have
begim to follow a new type of expansion. This type of expansion is not
measured in terms of the number of store units, but by the reduction of
store numbers and their consolidation into larger efficient stores. There
are several reasons why chains began to think of expansion in terms of
^Godfrey M. Lebhar, Chain Stores in America (New Toric, 1952), pp.
313-321.
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larger retail \mits. First, it is more economical to operate one big
supermarket than several small stores. Second, the big store that supplants
three smaller units tiaually makes more sales per square foot than ihe store
it replaces. This reason being that a wider variety of products can be
offered in a larger store. A final reason is -that states have levied heavy-
taxes on chain stores based on the ntimber of stores.^
Present day geographical market changes in large cities might of
necessity force chain operators to resort to the old policy of increased
store \mits. Limited parking facilities in downtovin areas and distance-
to~market have spxurred -the establishment of shopping centers in suburban
and incorporated areas of large cities. Chains have hastened to locate in
these shopping centers thereby following a new policy of local decentrali¬
zation in order to maintain their customer patronage and compete with in¬
dependent retailers.
^"New Patterns in Chain Store Expansion,” Business Week, J\me 18, 1949,
p. 70.
CHAPTER IV
THE CHAIN STORE AND THE PUBLIC
Public Attitude Towards Chains.— Many argments developed pro and
con as chains gained in popxilarity and growth. In spite of the low price
policy of chains sane people contended that chain store competition was
unfair and that their ultimate objective was to force independent retail¬
ers out of business. This opinion was based on the fact that many econ¬
omies achieved throu^ chain store operation could not be duplicated by
the independent retailer. Several opposed the chain because of its limited
service and impersonal relationship with the consumer. Others objected to
the absentee ownership and disinterest store managers displayed in local
civic interests. Concurrently, there were as many arguments advanced on
the affirmative position of chains as on the negative.
The affirmatives asserted that chains were an asset to the community.
Chiefly chains were hailed because of their low price to consumer policy,
but this was not the only factor. Some thought that the presence of chains
improved real estate values and provided substantial revenues to other busi¬
ness interests and local governments. In addition chains were said to have
contributed much to the reduction of unemployment end increase in the
standard of living of local residents^ The factors presented for and
against chain-store development ere too enimerovis to mention in this text.
In an effort to test public opinion on what would be the best solution
to the chain store controversy several surveys were conducted.
^Daniel Bloomfield, op. cit., pp. 432-3, 438-40.
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A Fortune Magazine article in 1938 presented a public opinion poll
reletive to the chain store controversy. The follomng question was asked
of respondents:
T/Vhat do you think would be the best policy toward chain stores?
(a) Legislate or tax them out of business.
(b) Tax them extra to make up for tiie buying advantages
they are supposed to have over the independent store.
(c) Treat them like any other business and let them make




Put out of biisiness . 6.3 .
Don’t know 8.5'^
The poll indicates that the belief is that chains shoxild be let alone.
The breakdown by occiqjations and groups is even more informative and con-
clvisive.
TABLE 5








Let alone 52.2?? 52.8^ ZZ.Zfo 35.0^
Tax extra 32.4 39.0 47.0 50.0
Put out of business 4.8 4.3 14.1 —
Don’t know 10.6 3.9 5.6 15.0
*T8ken from Daniel Bloomfield, Chain Stores and Legislation, p. 127.
^”Verdiot on the Chain Stores," Fortune Magazine, February 1939, pp.
88-89.
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Hie explanation given for the poll results was iiiat housekeepers
profit most from the saving chains afford; executives appreciate the
economies of mass buying and resent legislative interference with business
in general; non-farm proprietors vdiich include a lot of small entrepreneurs
and independent merchants who fear the chains; and students who are not
only concerned with their peculiar financial status, but also subscribe to
a principle that sounds like no more ihan fair play.^
The Chain and the Independent Retailer.— The chain store and the
independent retailer have identical objectives of selling. The basic
difference between the two marketing instittifcions is the singulariby or
plurality of store imits mder one ownership. This distinction by nature
causes further differentiation in the organization, operations, and policy
of the two types of enterprise. Primarily the major marketing differences
are foxmd in price policy, merchandise, service and customer relations.
It is generally accepted that the prices of chains are somewhat lower
than the prices of any other group of stores. A study was conducted by
Professor P. D. Converse of the University of Illinois entitled, "Prices
and Services of Chain and Independent Stores in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois,
1937." This study revealed that grocery chains showed the greatest price
advantage on canned goods of 16 per cent and an 8 to 13 per cent advantage
on dry fruits and vegetables, desserts, condiments and cereals. A price
advantage of 5 per cent was shown on poultry, fish, ctired meats and dairy-
products.^
^Ibid.
^"Prices and Services of Chain and Independent Grocery Stores in
Champpign-Urbena," Journal of Marketing, July 1938, p. 195.
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A study in 1935 found the chains xmderselling independents in dry
goods and furnishing from 3.1 to 17.81 per cent. On some automobile
eccessory items chains were xmderselling independents from 10.6 to 24,2
per cent.^
In a more recent survey, the prices of forty nationally known manu¬
facturers brands of grocery store products averaged 4 per cent lower in
six regular chain stores than in forty-two independent stores in West Allis,
2
Wisconsin, 1948. Obviously chains have been able to maintain lower prices
over independents because of the advantages end economies inherent in
their mass purchasing and integrated distribution policy.
Differences in the problem of marketing have caused chain and inde¬
pendents to adopt separate policies toward the types of merchandise to be
sold and the rendition of services to customers. The chain has been more
efficient in the sales of necessity items and convenience goods, These
items are visually standardized, low priced and staple, and require little
salesmanship. Much items can be sold on a cash-and-carry basis. Con¬
versely, the independent retailer is more efficient in the marketing of
shopping goods, particularly articles of style, items that are complex
in operation and goods "that are higji in price and value. These type com¬
modities require expert salesmanship. Moreover, the items are usually
piirchased on credit and require a complete accovint system. In general
shopping goods complicate the task of selling and management, and prevent
Beckman and Nolen, op. cit., pp. 132, 134.
2"i>rice Differences for Identical Items in Chain, Voluntary Groi^),
and Independent Grocery Stores,” Journal of Marketing, October 1949, p.
434.
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satisfactory control from a distant office.
Sales on credit by chain stores present difficulties. No
general set of rules about credit and collection can be satisfact¬
orily applied in various localities. Selecting risks, keeping
records and collecting aocoimting must be delegated Iprgely to the
local menager. Such an arrpngement, however, leaves loopholes for
inefficiency and perhaps dishonesty.2
Such a situation complicates -the problem of large-scale operation and
thus discourages the chain store in these areas. In fact, the chain store
thus discourages the chain store in these areas. In fact, the chain store
might be viewed as an enterprise of limited service offering additional
economical benefits.
Individual and chain stores provide a contrast to each other from the
standpoint of personal relations. Local residents usually own and operate
the individual store. Usually they have the opportunity to meet their
customers, serve them, and build up their good will. In civic and other
community activities they become acquainted with prospective customers.
Conversely, a chain must depend upon hired managers to run its stores. A
manager usually resides in one place only a short time. He seldom owns
any local property or participates in the civic and other general affairs
of the commimity. These limitations circ-umscribe the extent to which he
3
may develop good will for the chain store.
In 1935 a consxmier survey was conducted in an effort to determine
the reasons for constzmer preference of chains and independent stores in
the state of Florida. If the results of this survey are representative




public disposition toward chain and independent stores can be revealed.
The following table will show the results of this survey
TABLE 6
CONSUMER PREFERENCES.FOR CHAIN AND INDEPENDENT STORES
IN FLORIDA 1935*
Buying from Chain Buying from Independents
Reasons Store Stores
(Percentage of total (Percentage of total
reasons given) reasons given)
Lower Prices 28.14 12.39
Convenient Location' 15.74 20.11
Better Quality 14.23 14.51
Wider Selection 18.76 7.36
Pleasing Personality 7.22 15.43
Credit 1.08 12.00
Delivery 2.34 7.00
Sanitary and Clean 3.43 3.49
Advertising 5.21 1.52
Good Store Appearance 1.51 1.10
Other Reasons 2.34 5.09
*Taken from Theodore N. Beckman and Herman C. Nolen, The Chain Store
Problem (New York, 1938), p. 169.
According to liio infommtion given in the table above chains excell
in consumer preference in selection range, advertising, store appearance
and price. The low price factor alone is stifficient to capture mass public
appeal. The fact that hhains have historically held this important advant¬
age has often raised the question as to whether chains are forcing indepen¬
dents out of business. Certainly the price advantage and operational
superiority exercised by the chains would lead to ihe logical assumption
that chains ere gaining at the expense of the independent retailer.
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The relative growth in xmits and sales of chain and independent
stores from 1948 to 1954 is presented below:
TABLE 7
CHANGES IN PROPORTION OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND SALES OF
CHAIN AND INDEPENDENT RETAIL ORGANIZATIONS
1948 - 1954
Per Cent of Total Per Cent of Total
Type of Operation
Establishment Sales
1948® 1954'^ 1948® 1954'^
Independents 98.8 90.3 96.9 69.9
Chains 1.2 9.7 3.1 30.1
®U. S. Census of Business, Retail Trade, Single Units and Multiiinits
(Washington, 1948), pp. 4-6.
S. Census of Business, Retail Trade, Single Units and Multiunits
(Washington, 1954), pp. 2-4.
The preceding information indicates that chains have gained in units
and sales as independents decreased at a relative rate. Sufficient data
is not available to show reasons for decrease in independent store opera¬
tions as compared to the constant increase in chains. However, at least
two hypotheses can be made. First, chains are increasingly entering new
retail fields. Secondly, chains are steadily growing in units and sales as
they gain in public popularity. The recent trend toward the establishment
of shopping centers will not only increase the position of chains in terms
of total units, but also in volume of sales. Considering that chains are
more prominent in certain areas of marketing another table is presented
to show comparison of chains and independents in five selected fields.
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TABLE 8
CHANGES IN THE PROPORTION OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND SALES OF




















Food 99.3 .7 91.1 8.9 98.4 1.6 69.9 30.1
Department 89.5 10.6 26.4 73.6 85.7 14.3 23.5 76.5
Variety 97.3 2.7 56.7 43.3 95.5 4.6 17.1 82.9
Shoe 97.8 2.2 59.2 40.8 95.9 4.1 43.6 56.4
Drug 98.6 1.4 88.8 11.3 97.6 2.4 73.1 26.9
Data computed from figures of the U.S. Census of Business, Retail
Trade, Single Units and Multiunits (Washington, 1948 end 1954).
Chains have made phenomenal increase in sales and store vinits in the
five listed areas from 1948 to 1954. Significant also is the fact that
the sales of chain stores have increased at a disproportionate rate with
store Tuiits. For example. Table 7 shows that out of total retail estab¬
lishments chains made an increase of only 8.5 per cent, but their sales
increased to a remaricable 27 per cent from 1948 to 1954. Implicit in
this revelation is that chains maintain greater sales volvnae per store
than independent stores.
Recognition must be given to the fact that the five areas that are
shovrn are the ones that have proved most favorable to chain store operation.
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A comparative analysis of the 1948 and 1954 Census will show that
chains have not made such significant gain in other areas such as shopping
commodities. Chain store vast sales volume in the staple commodities
field has produced a wrighted effect on the aggregate retail sales volume
of the United States. The capital requiremercbs of chains are far greater
than those of independent entejrprises. therefore, a large sales volume
is essential to their continuity.
The Chain Store and Legislation.— In 1920 wholesalers and individ-
xie.l retailers began to feel the intense competition of the direct distri¬
bution agencies such as the mail order houses, the department stores and
particularly the chain stores. Some began to adjust their businesses to
the new conditions and to meet chain store competition successfully.
Others, instead of attempting to equalize competition by improvements in
their own methods of operation, began to rally for restrictions, handicaps
and prohibitions upon their more successful rivals. Ihe independents,
both retailer and wholesaler, attempted to ctirb the underselling practices
of chains by fostering legislation that would prohibit such practices.
Even Congress felt that the chain store utilized certain unfair trade
practices with which the small businessman was unable to cope withoTit
legislative assistance. As early as 1922 an effort to stop chain stores
was organized and soon an anti-chain store movement was under way. By
1929 active local organizations were formed in more than 400 cities and
towns throughout ihe United States to fight the so-called ’’chain store
menace.”^ Local, state and the national government became aroused at ihe
^John P. Nichols, Chain Stores and Their Special Tax Problems (New
York, 1935), p. 1.
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growing resentment of chains by the independent merchants and small bus¬
inessmen and began legislating measures to curtail and regulate the
massive development of chains.
The principal charges against chains were that ihey enjoyed the
advantages of discriminatory discounts, unjustified advertising allow¬
ances, unearned brokerage fees, and objectionable ’*loss leader” selling;
all which weekened the principle of far competition. The independents
also sou^t measures that would equalize some of the special benefits
which chaii^ derive either through size or through advantages peculiar to
their method of operation.
Hie existing Sherman Anti-Trust Act and Clayton Anti-Trust Act
accomplished little in curbing the progress of large scale retailing
enterprises and in giving the small merchant the degree of protection he
desired. State goveniments began to introduce restrictive chain store
legislation in "the form of revenue-producing taxes. Hie imposing of tax
served not only to regulate the progress of chains, but also to raise
much-needed state funds. Hie chain store tax laws that have been enacted
fall largely into two classes; the graduated license tax and the graduated
gross sales tax.
The graduated license tax requires that tax be determined in terms
of number of store units. The tax per store increases with additional
units. For example, under the Indiana law a single store under one owner¬
ship was taxed $3.00 annually. If there were from two to five stores under
1
the same control within the state, the tax was $10.00 on each additional unit.
^C. F. Phillips, "State Discriminatory Chain Store Taxation," Harvard
Business Review, Spring, 1936, p. 354.
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The graduated gross sales tax is a progressive levy on gross sales
rather than on the imits operated. !Ih.e rates started at l/20 of 1 per
cent of gross sales not exceeding $400,000 end rose to 1 per cent of the
1
excess of sales over $1,000,000.
The United States Supreme Court declared the Indiana graduated
chain store license tax legal and a host of such tax proposals then poxured
into legislative halls. In 1936 the United States Supreme Coxirt ruled the
graduated sales tax invalid,
Louisiana, in 1934, enacted a chain store tax which classifies
chains by size based not only t5)on 1310 nvnnber of stores within its own
boundaries, but on the number of units in the whole chain organization.
The Courts upheld the Louisiana tax law on the grounds that the addition
of units to a chain increase "the competitive advantage of each store in
the chains. Most of the states have enacted tax laws similar to the Indiana
and Louisiana laws. Althou^ there are variations in the time of enact¬
ment and motives, "the tax laws in principle serve the same purpose. Table
9 gives a chronological listing of state tax legislations and their dis¬
position from 1923 to 1950.
A specific type of legislation was felt needed to be aimed at mass
distribution in general and chain stores in particular. In an effort to
provide such legislation the Robinson-Patman Act was enacted. The Patman
Investigation in connection with pending legislation revealed a great
amoimt of apparently ttnfair discrimination in the form of special discounts,
llbid.
^Beckman and Nolen, op. cit., p. 256.
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TABLE 9































Ga.. (A)} Md. (A); N.C. (A) S.C. (a)
S.C. (A)
Ga. (A); Ind. (B); N.C. (B)
Ky. (A); Miss. (B); S.C. (I)
Ala. (B)} Ariz. (C); Fla. (A)
La. (B); ms. (B)
Fla. (B); Ida. (C); Ind. (l); Me. (C)
Md. (I); Mich, (b); Minn. (B); Mont.
(B)j N.M. (B); N.C. (B); Vt. {k);
W. Va. (1)5 Wis. (A)
Col. (A);. Ky. (A)} La. (l)j N.M. (A)
Ala. (I); Calif, (d); Fla. (B); la. (l);
Mich. (I)} N-.C. (B); S.D. (A); Tex. (l);
Wis. (E)
Ky. (A); Miss. (B)
Ga. (C); Minn. (E); Mont, (a); N.C. (b)j
S.D. (B); Term. (l); Wis. (E); Miss. (B)
Miss. (B)
Mont. (l)j N.C. (F); S.D. (l)t Term. (A)
Ky. (a)} Miss. (l)
Fla. (I); Utah (D).
N. C. (See 1939)
Key to Dispositions
(a) Invalidated; (b) Superseded; (C) Repealed; (d) Rejected by Referendum
(E) Expired by limitation; (F) Graduated rates replaced by flat tax in
1949; (H) Retained by Referendum: (l) In effect.
*Tak:en from Godfrey M. Lebhar, Chain Stores in America (New York, 1952),
p. 129.
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advertising allowances, and brokerage fees granted by many manufacturers
to chains.
The Robinson-Petman Act in essence set forth three provisions aimed
at correcting unfair trade practices in the retail indxistry. First, it
states that it is unlawful to discriminate by giving discounts, rebates,
allowances, or advertising service charges to one piarchaser which are not
accorded to competitors who buy a like grade, quality and quantity.
Second, it is unlawful to sell in one part of the coxmtry for lower prices,
with the intent of eliminating a competitor, than those exacted elsewhere
in the United States. Finally, it is unlawful to sell at unreasonably
low prices to destroy competition or to eliminate a competitor. For
violation, a penalty of $5,000 fine, imprisonment of not more than one year,
1
or both, thus making it a criminal statute.
The succeeding case of the United States versus the Great Atlantic
and Pacific Tea Company is representative of the allegation and charges
against and defense for chains during their era of development.
^T. N. Beckman and N. H. Engle, Wholesaling Principles and Practice
(New York, 1937), p. 595.
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CASE STUDY - UKTITED STATES versus THE GREAT ATLANTIC
AND PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
1
Introduction. -- The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company was tiie
first real chain organization in the United States. Within a ninety
year period it has hecome a titan in the chain grocery field. From 1859
to 1949 it had grown from a single store to a 5000 store chain organi¬
zation. Durii^ this period of rapid growth it took advantage of all ihe
economies of operation Inherent in its form of organization with almost
no obstruction. However, by 1937 smaller btisinesses and lesser chains
.began to feel the competitive pressure of this giant enterprise and began
to make considerable protest. As the years passed the hue and cry of the
small bxisinessman, wholesaler and independent retailer gained momentum
and politicans took immediate legislative action in their defense.
On September 15, 1949 the United States Department of Justice filed
a divestiture action against the A&P Company. The divestiture was not
filed in protest to A&P general system or size and power, but the alleged
abuse of its size and power.
The issues in protest of the A&P Company are presented in the conten¬
tions and viewpoints of Mr. Herbert A. Bergson, United States Assistant
Attoniey General, in charge of the Anti-trust Division, and Mr. John
Williams, a former member of the division. Mr. John C. Brennan, Vice
President and Secretary of the Mid-western Division of the A&P Company,
and Mr. Morris A. Adelman’s arguments are presented in defense of the
Company.
1Hereafter abbreviated A&P Company.
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For the Government.— On October 18, 1949, Mr. Iferbert A. Bergson,
United States Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Anti-turst
Division, quoted from context the complaint of the government in a speech
delivered in Chicago. This complaint in legal terminology read:
... Defendants, by coercing and receiving unlawful buying prefer¬
ences have become enabled to and have regularly tmdersold, regu¬
larly taken patronage away from and sometimes eliminated competing
retailers who have botight in substantial compliance with applicable
Federal laws prohibiting the sale of merchandise on discriminatory
terms. ^
Mr. Bergson reiterated the contention that A&P was not convicted
because it was efficient and enterprising, but in the words of the Covirt,
because of its "predatory application of its mass purchasing power."
This power was exerted in the form of boycotts, blacklisting, preferen¬
tial rebates, price wars and below cost retailing in strategic areas.
An example of A&Ps predatory practices was related by -the Assistant
Attorney General in the following account of the Ralston Piirina case.
In 1937 Ralston Pxorina, a s\ipplier of cereals, was giving
A&P a discount of seven and one-half cents per case while it gave
o-ther chains five cents per case. Not satisfied with 50 per cent
differential, A&P began in 1937 to pressure Ralston for greater
discounts. I^en by 1939 greater discounts were not forthcoming,
A&P threatened Ralston with its 'make it ourselves' progr^. As
Ralston sold a large part of its output to A&P and had expanded
its plant facilities to take care of A&Ps account, it could not
withstand this pressure. After several turns of the screw A&P
secured from Ralston an increase in its dsscounts from seven and
one-half cents to seventeen and one-half cents per case— a dis-
coxmt exceeding by 350 per cent the largest allowance available
to any other Ralston customer.2
The Ralston Purina Company in an attempt to record the facts in the
contract, requested without success, that the following provision be
l"The Anti-trtist Laws and the A&P Case," Herbert A. Bergson, Vital
Speeches, January 1, 1950, pp. 185-6, Vol. XVI - No. 6.
^Ibid.
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attached to the contract;
Btie discoimts allowed in this contract are not made in lieu
of brokerage, but represent an arbitrary reduction from our list
prices which it was necessary to make to hold the flake cereal
business of the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company and to
secure from them an agreement not to enter into the btisiness of
manufacturing flakes for five years.
Mr. John Williajns Andrews, a former member of the Anti-trust Divi¬
sion gave a vivid account of the alleged blacklisting practices of A&P
Company in an article printed in Harpers Magazine in September 1950.
Mr. Andrews related that the A&P Company through its field buying offices,
acting as brokers, induced their suppliers to reduce their price further
to A&P by the amount of the brokerage fee. This was called ’’net buying.”
The "inducement” the Court foxmd, included "blacklisting” of recalcitrant
suppliers. An A&P official had written: "Any canner who declines to
work on a net basis...we feel should then be placed on the \insatisfact-
2
ory List.” According to Mr. Andrews lists of manufacturers were prepared
wiih appropriate symbols exampled as follows;
N — Have agreed to NET basis. (Be svire it’s really net when
buying.)
G — Have definitely agreed to hold the brokerage for us until
our Headquarters officials figure out a practical me-ttiod for
this to be paid legally.
R — Refused either plan and xmder no circumstances is any
business to be given except with this writer’s OK.®
The most impojrtant and controversial charge leveled against the
A&P Company was based on its selling below cost policy. In an effort to
^Ibid., p. 185.
2"The U.S. vs. A&P; Battle of Titans," John W. Andrews, Harpers
Magazine, September 1950, p. 71.
®Ibid.
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eventually obtain 25 per cent of the available market the A&P Company
reduced gross profit rates in various marketing areas.^ The effect of
lowering prices in certain areas meant that sales volme would increase
for the MP Company at the expense of its competitors. In many instances
competitors were not able to sustain low gross-profit rates and as a re¬
sult, were forced out of business. Obviously A&P Company could not remain
solvent at below cost operation. Therefore liie company only reduced
prices in areas where competition was rigid end increased prices in areas
where competition was less fierce or non-existent. In addition the com¬
pany having pressured its competitors from the market through below cost
selling, would then restoare its prices to normal or higher profit rates.^
In an address before the House Judiciary Committee on June 5, 1950,
Congressman Wri^t Patman asserted that the A&P Company launched a large
propaganda campaign in an appeal to liie public for support against the
efforts of the Department of Justice to convict it of anti-trust law
violation. The A&P Company claimed that lixis was an effort by the govern¬
ment to eliminate free enterprise and competition in the grocery field.
Mr. Patman stated that the A&P Company’s advertisements, inSiich appeared
in 2,000 newspapers, were a "new low in the program of deliberate distor¬
tion and falsification by which they seek to confuse and mislead public
opinion."^
Ads such as, — "Do You Want Your A&P Put Out of Business?" "Do You




Congressional Record, 81st Congress, 2nd Session, Washington, Monday,
June 5, 1950, Vol. 96, No. 110, p. 8183.
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used in its appeal to public opinion, llie government's contention was
that these campaigns obscured the true issues of the MP case.
The public was not informed of the fact that A&P Company was being
assailed because of the abuse of its power and unfair trade practices
instead of its "bigness" and ability to perfect extreme lower prices.
This statement can perhaps be summed up best in Mr. Bergson’s own words:
"Suppression of the truth is equivalent to the suggestion of what is
false.The purpose of the government’s role and intervention in the A&P
Company case is made clear in "the context of Mr. Bergson’s speech.
I wish to make it clear that iiie aim of this case is to
restore active and vigorotis competition to the food industry. The
remedies we seek will not impair efficiency. Rather, they should
make for greater efficiency by increasing competition.... Our society
has sought through vigorous enforcement of anti-trust laws to
maintain competition as a means of securing better products and
lower prices. The purpose of the A&P case is to insure theopera-
tion of this principle in the grocery field.2
For the Company.— John C. Brennan, Vice President and Secretary of
the Mid-western Division of the A&P Company, stated A&Ps position in the
anti-tirust case in a speech delivered before the New York State Canners,
in October 1949. He declared that the charges against A&P were false and
xmjtistified. Mr. Brennan admitted, however, that an illegality would have
been committed if A&P had knowingly forced suppliers to give special
price concessions that were not available to comparable buyers. Such
practice wotild be in violation of the Robinson-Patman Act. Owing to the
vagueness of this law Mr. Brennan stated that it is practically impossible
for any buyer every to be stire that he is not getting special price pre¬
ferences. He denied that A&P had ever knowingly violated the law.
^Op. oit., p. 185.
2Ibid., p. 186.
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The succeeding quotation from Mr. Brennan’s speech reflects clearly
the attitude of A&P towards the alleged illegality of its buying policies.
... As far as our buying policies are concerned, we admit that
our buyers are skilled traders, who try to get every legal advant¬
age to which they are entitled — but no more. The suppliers that
A&P is alleged to have coerced are pretty big boys too — well able
to take care of themselves in the give and tsQce of the food trade.
None of them have to sell to vis. All voluntarily seek our busi¬
ness. The fact that these suppliers are coming to our defense now
is pretty clear indication that our relations with them have been
good and they have fovind our business profitable.^
In defense of A&Ps manufacturing operation Mr. Brennan admitted
that it manufaotvirers food, not to make manufacturing profits, but to
enable it to sell quality food to its customers at lower prices. He
and the anti-trust lawyers fovind no illegality in this aspect. The alleged
illegality was that A&P Company used these manufacturing profits to finance
price wars which the anti-trust lawyers claimed were designed to destroy
competition. Mr. Brennstn stated that the manufacturing profits which the
anti-trust division was so concerned were fictional and did not exist
since it is Impossible to make a profit by selling to yovirself.
Contrary to the anti-trvist allegations, Mr. Brennan contended that
A&P Company never intentionally operated stores in the red to destroy
competition, and had always had a firm policy against below cost selling.
In rebuttal of the allegation ihat A&P Company is a threat to competition
Mr. Brennan remarks:
The whole argument about A&P destroying competition collapses
when you look at the position we occupy in the food field. Today
^Tital Speeches, op. cit., p. 189.
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we have more competitors — both chain and independents -- than we
had ten years ago. Today we do a smaller share of the nation's
food business than we did ten years ago. Not only is ihere nothing
approaching monopoly in the food field, but it is actually impos¬
sible to achieve. It's too easy to open a grocery store. There
are too many soiiroes of supply and there are too many potential
customers. It is the most competitive business in the countiy.
Many grocers succeed. Many grocers fail. Their success or their
failure is due to their own ability or lack of it. An efficient
grocer can compete successfully with A&P or anyone else. An
inefficient grocer can't compete wiih anybody.^
Perhaps the most sound economic reasoning in support of A&P Company's
selling and buying integrated policies is stated by Mr. Morris A. Adel-
man of the Massachtusetts Institute of Technology in an uplished doctoral
thesis. Mr. Adelman does not share the opinion of the Court that the
policy of selling below cost constitutes an illegality. He states in
in effect that prices are reduced below cost primarily with the expecta¬
tion that volume will increase proportionately to an extent necessary
for increased profits to be realized. Below cost selling with this expecta¬
tion in mind is a risk since there may be a volume lag due to slow consumer
response to ihe reduced prices. In fact, if this volume lag is of duration
actual losses are sustained. According to Mr. Adelman the government's
implication is that prices end otttput should have remained constant in the
case of A&P Company. Such implication would in effect pronoxmce a pro¬
hibition of any and ell price competition since price cuts are only under-
2
taken to increase volume and profits or to prevent losses.
^Ibid., pp. 189-90.
‘^Morris A. Adelmsm, "The A&P Case," American Economic Review, May
1949, pp. 280-283.
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The fact that MP Company menufacttired a substantial share of the
goods it sells and used the profits from -the non-retail end of the busi¬
ness to subsidize 13ie retail business, thus enabling it to undersell
competitors, was held to be in abuse of the vertical integration system
by the Court. Mr. Adelman contends that it is logical for any integrated
company to calculate profits at every stage. Failure to realize profits
would mean inefficiency or an economic case of wasted resources. If pro¬
fits are made it is inevitable iiiat the component organizations be sub¬
sized either directly or indirectly. If the Coiirt imposes a prohibi¬
tion of this practice it would in effect "destroy any business firm which
can be set up as more than one accounting unit, each able to "subsidize
„ 1
the others.
In further refute of the Department of Justice charge that A&P Com¬
pany received millions of dollars in rebates and discounts, thus gaining
an xmfair advantage over its competitors, Mr. Adelman writes!
It cannot be said that a firm obtaining the same net return
from each of its customers is not discriminating among them. If
it sells to one throu^ brokers, who keep part of the list price,
and sells to another who acts as his own broker, ihe equality of
net return — i.e., the absence of discrimination — can only be
maintained if he charges the direct buyer a lower price. And this
differential is an advantage to the buyer if, and only if, ho can
do the job of brokerage more dheaply than others can do it for him.
If his buying methods ere more expensive, he is under an actual
disadvantage. The Department of Justice largely ignores these con¬
siderations. Overlooking tiie simple fact that A&P Company buying
offices have expenses like any others, they treat gross brokerage
allowances as a competitive advantage. But, if it is illegal as
they insist, for a seller to accept equal net returns from all





Findings.— The Federal Grand Jury found MP Company guilty of
illegal buying, selling and pricing policies, and a diverstiture deci¬
sion was handed down by Judge Lindley of the Circuit Court. A&P appealed
this decision before the Chicago Circuit Couirt of Appeals, but Judge
Minton upheld the lower Court’s decision. In addition to conviction and
. 1
a fine of 1175,000, A&P Company was asked by the Government that each of
the seven existing divisions of A&P be made independent so that their buy¬
ing power ceinnot be massed to coerce suppliers to grant preferential re-
2
bates.
In all probability A&P Company was guilty of overstepping the bomds
of legality. Although the illegal practices attributed to A&P Company
were detrimental to ihe interests of smaller enterprises, lliey were less
harmful and in some cases favorable to the ultimate consumer. The alle¬
gation iJiat A&P Company took planned losses which it recouped throu^
hi^er prices in other areas is questionable and has some long range reser¬
vations. It is not hard to conceive that A&P cotild not maintain abnormal
and exorbitant prices in any area for a long period of time without being
challenged by competitors who could sell at lower price levels. Therefore
it would seem that the higjiest price A&P Company could charge for a com¬
modity would be the average price figure prevailing on the market. There
is also validity in the article read by Congressman Angier L. Goodwin




triost laws. His argioment is typical of the attacks that have been made
on the Federal Anti-trust Laws.
Ihe anti-trust laws are laws that are being used to protect
competitors rather than competition.... The consumer is no longer
a prime concern; he takes second place to small businesses, ;|ob-
bers, inefficient competitors who might be injiored by a big com¬
pany. ^
In spite of the questionability of the decision of the Court, its
intention and the merits of the case should not be overlooked. A&Ps con¬
viction unequivocally has served as an admonishment to other chains with
the same potentialities, Tihich if encourage would result in widespread
unethical business practices. Such situation if permitted would result
in detrimental consequences to businesses, consumers and the economy as
a whole.
^Congressional Record, Appendix, Washington, Monday, June 20, 1950,
No. 120, Vol. 96, p. A4795.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The chain store heus contributed greatly to the success and unique¬
ness of the marketing system in the United States. Although America is
not accredited with the originality of the chain store idea, it has
certainly excelled ell ottier countries in the practicality of its operation.
Analysis reveals that the chain store's phenomenal grow^ and
development cannot be attributed merely to the novelty of its organization,
but to the functionali-ty of its operation, which enables it to meet oon-
svnner satisfaction and benefit. It cannot be disputed that the factor
contributing most to the success of chain stores is its ability to offer
lower prices to Uie public. Surveys have shown that the public is almost
equally impressed with the chain's ability to offer wide•selections of
quality merchandise, maintain neat and xmiform store appearances and broad
advertising coverage.
Chains have been able to maintain retail s\q>eriority in certain
marketing areas because of the business aikl economic advantages inherent
in their method of operation. Among the b^isiness advantages are the
vitally important ability to buy cheaply, the facility to operate at low
costs, and certain secondary advantages such as advertising, purchasing
and financial resources. Some economic advantages are the dispersion of
risks, the decreasing cost nature of the business end the opportunity to
vary prices to meet local conditions.
The advantages of retailing which chain stores possess were once
46
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termed unfair. This was partially because of the opinion of most
merchants that they could not duplicate the marketing economy of chains.
However, some independents were not slow in discovering that they could
profitably adopt some of the efficient chain store practices. The chains
were soon deprived of their unfair advantages, but it still requires a
very efficient independent retailer to compete successfully against the
legitimate advantages which the chain will always possess.
The steady increase of chain store xmits and sales in the retail
industry might easily suggest that the chain is stealthly forcing inde¬
pendents out of business. This assvnnption cannot jvistly be accepted
without realization of the possibility first, ihat independents may be
decreasing in marketing fields which chains are prominent and increasing
in areas that chains cannot successfully dominate. Secondlyy the large
sales percentage figrore chains hold in the retail industry does not mean
that independents are dropping from the industry. The nature of the
chain store organization requires a large sales volume per store unit to
cover the higjb cost of capitalization and overhead. Independents may
thrive with a smaller sales volvone.
It is conceivable that the growth of the chains will not remain unchecked.
Chains are facing stubborn resistance from independents everyday, who are
rapidly imitating "the essential characteristics of chain store economy.
Chains are not only confronted with increased competition from the more
efficient and organized independents, but their progress is continually
being checked by the intense competition of other chains.
With the two-fold pirrpose of curbing chain store growth and rising
additional revenues, states and municipalities have enacted several
48
tax meastxres. Most states provide for graduated license taxes, vihich
means that the levies made vipon chains having a large nvnnber of store
units are highly than those with fewer store units.
It cannot he determined with any degree of certainty that tax
measures have served to retard the development of chains to a significant
extent. History does not reveal that after a rigid tax measure had been
enacted a wide-spread closing down of chains followed.
The hue and cry of the Independents against the tmfair competition
of chains, although motivated by selfish interests, were justified.
As chains begem to recognise their strong bargaining power and superior
marketing techniques they began abusing and utilizing these advantages to
the extreme. The enactment of legislation against some of the practices
and vmfair advantages of chains was necessary to preserve the ethics of
competition.
The chains today, after having been opposed, rebuked and chastised —
and in all probability reached a peak in expansion — have now beoomi
accepted as desirable enterprises in the field of retailing.
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